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This book just ate my dog! Richard Byrne 230019 1.4 0.5 Bella has trouble with a very greedy book! Funny and interactive. 134 

My Dad 
Anthony 
Browne 

204497 1.4 0.5 
A book for sons and daughters of all ages, and about special dads. Beautiful 
illustrations. 

146 

Hooray for Hat! Brian Won 227290 1.4 0.5 A grumpy elephant brings pleasure to other animals by sharing hats. 229 

Come on Daisy! Jane Simmons 203140 1.4 0.5 
Mamma Duck tells Daisy to stay close, but Daisy thinks that chasing dragonflies and 
bouncing on lily pads looks much more fun! When Daisy realises that she is lost, she 
wishes she’d listened to Mamma Duck after all… 

166 

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt Michael Rosen 200508 1.3 0.5 
A classic to chant and act out together. Full of helpful repetition and glorious 
illustrations by Helen Oxenbury. 

410 

Look What I’ve Got! 
Anthony 
Browne 

201566 1.3 0.5 
Jeremy seems to have everything...but he won’t share anything with Sam. Could it 
be, though, that Sam has something far more valuable? 

245 

Dragon Danger Roderick Hunt 224216 1.0 0.5 Floppy the dog has a scary adventure with a dragon. 136 

The Play Roderick Hunt 209412 1.0 0.5 
The children put on a play at school. A Biff, Chip and Kipper story from Oxford 
Reading Tree. Part of a series with helpful hints on the inside cover. 

203 

Dogball 
Pippa 

Godohart 
217935 1.4 0.5 

A P.E. lesson with a difference. Miss Samson the teacher is trying to get her class to 
do some running races when her lesson is invaded by a dog!  

297 
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Wake Up Do, Lydia Lou! 
Julia 

Donaldson 
226730 1.8 0.5 

A little ghost tries to give Lydia Lou a scare…but he can’t even wake her up. Maybe 
his animal friends can help? 

329 

My Teacher is a Monster! Peter Brown 227741 1.7 0.5 
People are not always what they seem, even monsters. A funny book which is also 
excellent for discussion. 

342 

Monkey Puzzle 
Julia 

Donaldson 
218262 1.8 0.5 

A Julia Donaldson classic with illustrations by Axel Scheffler. The story is all about a 
little monkey who can’t find his mummy. Butterfly tries to help, but will the story 
have a happy ending? 

440 

Puffin Peter Petr Horacek 220874 1.8 0.5 
Another story about a missing animal. Peter’s best friend Paul goes missing. Peter 
looks everywhere for him, but will the whale be able to help him? 

373 

I Love You Already  Jory John 231034 1.6 0.5 
Bear can’t wait to spend a pleasant day alone, but Duck wants to hang out and show 
Bear just how much he loves him. Will Bear ever get to relax by himself? A good 
story for discussion about not taking your friends for granted. 

407 

Mr Gumpy’s Outing 
John 

Burningham 
228063 1.7 0.5 

Mr Gumpy decides to go out in his boat – but everyone else wants to come, too! 
Soon, Mr Gumpy’s boat is full. What do you think happens next? A classic picture 
book first published over fifty years ago. 

278 

The Very Sleepy Sloth 
Andrew 
Murray 

206899 1.9 0.5 

Deep in the jungle, early in the morning, the animals are all busy working 
hard…except for Sloth. He’s busy dozing in his hammock. Isn’t it about time he did 
something? The other animals certainly think so. And when they tell him, the fun in 
the jungle really starts! 

364 

The New Baby Roderick Hunt 209904 1.6 0.5 
A story all about the arrival of a new baby. A Biff, Chip and Kipper story with helpful 
hints on the inside cover. Part of a series.  

360 

Leaves 
Vijaya Khisty 

Bodach 
232692 1.7 0.5 A simple but beautifully illustrated non-fiction book about different types of leaves. 141 
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Hal the Highwayman Crebbin, June 207291 2.9 0.5 A poorly performing highwayman goes to school to learn how to do the job 
properly. 47 

Grow Up, Dad! Dhami, 
Narinder 207504 2.8 1 Robbie feels like his dad doesn't understand what it’s like to be eleven years old. 

Then he clicks on a junk e-mail and his dad turns into an eleven-year-old. 70 

Titchy Witch and the Magic 
Party Impey, Rose 210574 2.2 0.5 Titchy-witch has her first party and decides to liven it up with her magic wand! 31 

The Incredible Book Eating Boy Jeffers, Oliver 211909 2.8 0.5 Henry loves to eat books, until he begins to feel quite ill and decides that maybe he 
could do something else with the books he has been devouring. 32 

Stinky Street Pielichaty, 
Helena 211897 2.8 0.5 

Franklin loves living at 3 Stanley Street. All his friends live on Stanley Street, and the 
smells from the pie factory are delicious. When his mum and dad want to move, 
Franklin tries to think of a way to stop them. 

32 

Blade Powling, Chris 209354 2.9 0.5 
Rich and best mate Lee start a new school. They hear talk of a bully called Toxon, 
who carries a knife called Blade. Will Rich get through the term unhurt or will Toxon 
make his life a misery! 

57 

The Bogey Man Rayner, Shoo 213662 2.8 0.5 
Sam and Kim are freaked out when they see that the model of the Bogey Man is 
missing from the Ghost Train, and wonder if one of the grisly ghoulies has come 
alive. 

48 

Problems with a Python Strong, 
Jeremy 205224 2.7 0.5 Have you ever looked after a friend's pet? Adam agrees to look after a friend's pet 

python, but things get wildly out of hand. 63 

Going Up! Waddell, 
Martin 207290 2.9 0.5 A football team attempts to win the league in one season. 46 
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F/
N
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Agent Spike and the 
Vegetables of Doom Burgess, Mark 214539 3 0.5 

When a science experiment goes terribly wrong, a group of mutant veggies 
threaten to take over the world. Luckily Agent Spike of the Secret Service is on the 
case, and with the help from a few tomatoes, Spike tries to stop this produce 
posse. 

64 F 

Treasure at the Boot-
Fair Powling, Chris 214380 3 0.5 

Persuaded by his mother to help a weird old man at the local boot-fair, young Cal 
faces a challenge when a girl stops by hoping to sell a Rolex watch while the man is 
away. 

48 F 

The Haunted School Stine, R.L. 200631 3 3 A boy moves to a new school and everyone is strangely grey. 121 F 

Freckle Juice Blume, Judy 200053 3.1 0.5 Andrew wants freckles more than anything else and uses various recipes with 
hilarious results. 47 F 

The Magic Finger Dahl, Roald 200423 3.1 0.5 When a girl of eight points her magic finger, a family of duck hunters sprout wings 
and learn what it feels like to be hunted. 63 F 

Meet the Weirds Umansky, 
Kaye 206164 3.1 1 

Pinchton has to live with his excessively tidy mother. When the Weirds move in 
next door and make a mess of everything, he becomes curious to know more 
about them. 

77 F 

The Right Moment Belbin, David 204922 3.3 2 
In occupied France, a Parisian boy is sent to the country. But even on his uncle's 
farm he can't help getting caught up with bandits and the black market. One 
cousin wants to be a saboteur. The other goes to work for the Germans. 

83 F 

Rent-a-Genius Cross, Gillian 201671 3.4 1 Sophy Simpson loves giving people advice and for 50p will tackle any problem. 88 F 

Attack of the 
Tentacled Terror Gates, Susan 204266 3.4 3 

When George stays with Aunt Primrose during the holidays, certain doubts start to 
creep into his mind. Has she really got tentacles? And what exactly is she keeping 
in the cellar? There's no way George is going to guess the truth. 

124 F 

Fox Friend Morpurgo, 
Michael 207527 3.4 1 The story of a girl who lives on a farm and raises a fox cub in secret. 45 F 

There's a Boy in the 
Girls' Bathroom Sachar, Louis 205107 3.4 5 

Bradley Chalkers tells lies and picks fights with girls and the teachers say he has 
"serious behaviour problems". No one likes him, except Carla. She thinks he is 
sensitive, generous and even enjoys his far-fetched stories. She knows that he can 
change. 

195 F 

Skellig Almond, David 203053 3.5 4 
An unusual being enters the life of Michael, a boy whose family has moved into a 
new house and whose baby sister is gravely ill. Michael's loneliness and isolation 
lead to a special friendship with the being called Skellig. 

170 F 

Kasper in the Glitter Ridley, Philip 201721 3.5 5 
Kasper Whiskey lives with his mother, Pumpkin, far away from The City. But the 
arrival of a boy called Heartthrob Mink changes Kasper's life for ever, taking him to 
The City and the enticing but dangerous world of King Streetwise. 

208 F 



Rooftoppers Rundell, 
Katherine 225949 3.5 6 

Sophie may have survived a shipwreck as a baby, but her life began when an 
eccentric but loving bachelor brought her home. When a child services 
organisation threatens to remove Sophie, she and Charles flee to Paris in search of 
her long-lost mother. 

278 F 

The Boy Who Swam 
with Piranhas Almond, David 223479 3.7 5 

When Stan's Uncle Ernie develops a fascination with canning fish, Stan has to keep 
a close eye on his beloved goldfish. Instead of canning fish, Stan finds himself 
swimming with piranhas! 

246 F 

Robot Girl Blackman, 
Malorie 228257 3.7 1 Claire's dad is a top inventor. But he keeps his work secret from his family. When 

at last he reveals his latest project, Claire's life begins to fall apart. 58 F 

Thor and the Master 
of Magic 

Crossley-
Holland, Kevin 211869 3.7 1 In this re-telling of a classic Norse adventure, Thor is in for the battle of his life 

against giants. 63 F 

The Jungle House Donaldson, 
Julia 209644 3.7 1 

In the Jungle House Elmo and his sister explore the house next door to their new 
home. In The Snake Who Came to Stay, Polly sets up a pets' holiday home for the 
summer. But there is trouble when one of the animals escapes. 

58 F 

The Giggler Treatment Doyle, Roddy 204315 3.7 1 
If adults are mean to children, they get the Giggler Treatment. If they are ever rude 
to a child or make them wear clothes that they hate, they get the Giggler 
Treatment. But what is it? 

108 F 

Granny Nothing MacPhail, 
Catherine 207474 3.7 3 

A strange looking, and acting, old woman arrives in the McAllister household and 
gradually worms her way into their lives winning both their admiration and their 
love. 

128 F 

The Tail of Emily 
Windsnap Kessler, Liz 220594 3.8 6 When twelve-year-old Emily is finally allowed to take swimming lessons, she 

discovers a terrible and wonderful secret about herself.  204 F 

Magic by Moonlight Chapman, 
Linda 212156 3.9 2 

Nine-year-old Lucy is really pleased when Allegra Greenwood moves in next door 
and the girls quickly become friends. But when Allegra tells Lucy that she is a 
'stardust spirit' Lucy discovers a whole world of magic beyond even her 
imagination. 

150 F 

The Angel of Nitshill 
Road Fine, Anne 201630 3.9 1 

Until the angel came, there were three terribly unhappy children at Nitshill Road 
School: Penny, Mark and Marigold. They had Barry Hunter to worry about, 
everyone knew what a bully he was, but no one did anything about it until the 
angel came. 

88 F 

Feather Boy Singer, Nicky 206032 3.9 7 

A school project leads Robert to meet a fascinating elderly lady, who clearly has a 
distressing past and who is determined that Robert can help her. Edith helps 
Robert to find his place in the world and to understand himself and those around 
him. 

286 F 

The Shade of Hettie 
Daynes 

Swindells, 
Robert 217238 3.9 4 After a ghost above the reservoir reveals itself to Bethan, a series of events follow 

including who the ghost is and what happened to her when she was alive. 248 F 
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Millions Boyce, Frank 
Cottrell 207463 4 6 When a bag stuffed full of money drops out of the sky Damian and Anthony find 

themselves rich. But they learn that there are some things money just cannot buy. 250 F 

Tom's Sausage Lion Morpurgo, 
Michael 211711 4 2 

Tom saw a lion in the orchard with a string of sausages dangling from its mouth. 
He knows he saw it but no one will believe him, except Clare, the cleverest girl in 
Tom's class. Together they come up with a plan to prove Tom is telling the truth. 

77 F 

The Outlaw Varjak Paw Said, S.F. 217303 4 6 
During a harsh winter, Varjak Paw, a cat with great powers, leads his companions 
as they search for food, elude a dangerous gang, and hope to locate a hidden city 
where they can all be safe. 

266 F 

Fantastic Mr Fox Dahl, Roald 200151 4.1 1 Extraordinary adventures of three nasty farmers, two curious creatures, a family of 
foxes, and our hero. 81 F 

The Fire Within d'Lacey, Chris 204477 4.1 7 
Liz isn't your average landlady, and Lucy no ordinary child. Their lodger, David, is 
happy to join the household. But he soon realises there are no half measures in 
this little family, and that he too must play his part. 

282 F 

The London Eye Mystery Dowd, Siobhan 213549 4.1 7 
When Ted and Kat's cousin Salim disappears from the London Eye, the two siblings 
must work together, Ted with his brain that is "wired differently" and impatient 
Kat, to try to solve the mystery of what happened to Salim. 

322 F 

Baldur's Bones Arrigan, Mary 205398 4.2 6 A skull found at an ancient burial site plunges two children into a nightmarish 
adventure that threatens their lives. 190 F 

Flat Stanley Brown, Jeff 201488 4.2 1 After a noticeboard falls on Stanley while he's sleeping, he finds that being flat has 
its advantages. 69 F 

Bindi Babes Dhami, Narinder 214387 4.2 6 
Three sisters team up to get rid of their traditional, nosy "auntie" who has come 
from India to look after them following their mother's death. They decide the best 
way to do so is to find someone for her to marry. 

184 F 

Badger on the Barge Howker, Janni 201424 4.2 9 This book contains five stories that are full of absorbing situations and memorable 
characters. 288 F 

Pig-Heart Boy Blackman, 
Malorie 201274 4.3 8 

Cameron is thirteen and desperately in need of a heart transplant when a 
pioneering doctor approaches his family with a startling proposal. He can give 
Cameron a new heart - but not one from a human, one from a pig. 

208 F 

Elidor Garner, Alan 219986 4.3 5 
The Watson siblings' boring day is transformed when they are transported to the 
magical world of Elidor where they are entrusted with four ancient treasures that 
must be protected at all costs. 

205 F 

The Considine Curse Jones, Gareth P. 222133 4.3 6 Mariel meets her relatives for the first time, and gradually discovers her family's 
dark secret. 200 F 

The Dream Master Breslin, Theresa 204695 4.4 4 

As Cy is about to wake up from a dream about Ancient Egypt, he discovers that he 
can get back into his dream world. There's just one problem: the Dream Master, 
who isn't used to stroppy boys standing up to him and wanting to break all the 
rules. 

173 F 



The Tulip Touch Fine, Anne 200742 4.4 4 Natalie is the only one who doesn't seem to care about Tulip's strange behaviour, 
but even she begins to realise that it is going too far. 184 F 

Raven's Gate Horowitz, 
Anthony 208335 4.4 10 

Sent to live in a foster home in a remote Yorkshire village, Matt, a troubled 
fourteen-year-old English boy, uncovers an evil plot involving witchcraft and the 
site of an ancient stone circle. 

304 F 

The Turbulent Term of Tyke 
Tiler Kemp, Gene 201962 4.4 3 

Tyke Tiler is fond of jokes and of Danny Price, who is not too bright and depends a 
lot on his friend. The medium bright Tyke and the medium dim Danny add up to 
double trouble during their last term at Cricklepit Combined School. 

124 F 

Gorilla Dawn Lewis, Gill 230323 4.4 9 
Imara has been abducted by a rebel group. When Bobo is brought to the camp, 
Imara becomes involved in his plan to save a baby gorilla destined to be sold into 
captivity. 

319 F 

The Magnificent Lizzie 
Brown and the Mysterious 

Phantom 
Lockwood, Vicki 226936 4.4 6 

In 19th-century London, Lizzie wants nothing more than to escape from the slums 
and her drunk, abusive father.  Finding work and friends in a passing circus seems 
like a dream come true, until she starts having visions of confronting a thief... 

241 F 

Switched Mercer, Sienna 215996 4.4 5 
Upon moving to Franklin Grove, eighth-grader Olivia Abbott, a pink-loving 
cheerleader, learns that she has a twin sister, Ivy Vega, whose Goth appearance 
hides a weird secret. Book #1 

247 F 

The Knife of Never Letting 
Go Ness, Patrick 213475 4.4 16 

Pursued by power-hungry Prentiss and mad minister Aaron, young Todd and Viola 
set out across New World searching for answers about his colony's true past and 
seeking a way to warn the ship bringing hopeful settlers from Old World. 

479 F 

Truckers Pratchett, Terry 203693 4.4 7 

To the thousands of nomes who live under the floorboards of a large department 
store, there is no Outside. But their world is shattered when the store is to be 
demolished. It's up to Masklin to mastermind a plan of escape and keep them safe 
. 

207 F 

The Path of Finn McCool Prue, Sally 214612 4.4 0.5 A story from Irish mythology involving a giant who annoys the little people. Aimed 
particularly at Year 5, ages 9-10. 88 F 

Charlotte's Web White, E.B. 200004 4.4 5 In this endearing story, a little girl and Charlotte, a beautiful grey spider, struggle 
to save Wilbur the pig from being butchered. 175 F 

The Story of Tracy Beaker Wilson, 
Jacqueline 204989 4.4 4 

Tracy is ten-years-old. She lives in a children's home but would like a real home 
one day, with a real family. Meet Tracy, follow her story, and share her hopes for 
the future. 

158 F 
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A.N.T.I.D.O.T.E Blackman, 
Malorie 211123 4.5 6 

Elliot thinks that his mum's job as a secretary is boring. Then, one night, the 
police tell Elliot that his mum has been arrested for working as a spy. Elliot's 
world turns upside down as he tries to help his mum and uncover the truth. 

198 F 

Number the 
Stars Lowry, Lois 200072 4.5 4 

In 1943, during the German occupation of Denmark, ten-year-old Annemarie 
learns how to be brave and courageous when she helps shelter her Jewish 
friend from the Nazis. 

137 F 

Wolf Brother Paver, 
Michelle 208028 4.5 8 6,000 years ago, twelve-year-old Torak and his guide, a wolf cub, set out on a 

dangerous journey to fulfil an oath the boy made to his dying father. 233 F 

Percy Jackson 
and the 

Lightning Thief 
Riordan, Rick 210657 4.5 13 Troubled kid Percy Jackson discovers that he is the only half-blood alive who 

can stop a war of the gods. Will he succeed, or will there be Hades to pay? 375 F 

Pigeon Summer Turnbull, Ann 226332 4.5 3 
With Mary's father gone in search of work and her mother struggling to feed a 
hungry family, young Mary's thoughts turn to dreams of her father's racing 
pigeon, Speedwell, who is bound for France and hopefully racing glory. 

140 F 

Five on a 
Treasure Island Blyton, Enid 202708 4.6 6 The Famous Five follow the clues to find the treasure of a shipwreck off Kirrin 

Island. But somebody else has joined the treasure hunt. 244 F 

Starseeker Bowler, Tim 206441 4.6 14 
Luke is in trouble.  Skin and the gang have a job for him.  They want him to 
break into Mrs Little's house and steal the jewellery box. They want him to 
prove he has got what it takes. That he is part of the gang. 

323 F 

Mr Majeika Carpenter, 
Humphrey 201683 4.6 2 Class Three's new teacher flies in through the window on a magic carpet, and 

so begins the most exciting school term ever. 95 F 

The Demon 
Headmaster Cross, Gillian 201282 4.6 5 

On the first day at her new school Dinah realises something is horribly wrong. 
What makes the other children behave so strangely? The answer is fear - but 
what is the secret of the Headmaster's control? 

174 F 

Spellhorn Doherty, 
Berlie 204058 4.6 5 

Laura, a blind child, finds a unicorn in her garden, invisible to everybody 
except herself. The unicorn adopts her and once on Spellhorn, Laura can see. 
Together they go to the Wilderness, where the Wild Ones live. 

189 F 

Winnie-the-
Pooh Milne, A.A. 200031 4.6 3 Pooh and all his friends are ready to delight new readers with their 

adventurous exploits. 146 F 

Journey to 
Jo'burg 

Naidoo, 
Beverley 200070 4.6 2 

Separated from their mother by the harsh social and economic conditions 
prevalent among blacks in South Africa, thirteen-year-old Naledi and her 
younger brother make a journey over 300 kilometres to find her in 
Johannesburg. 

84 F 

Bridge to 
Terabithia 

Paterson, 
Katherine 200003 4.6 5 

The life of a ten-year-old boy in rural Virginia expands when he becomes 
friends with a newcomer, who subsequently meets an untimely death trying 
to reach their hideaway, Terabithia, during a storm. 

128 F 



Holes Sachar, Louis 203031 4.6 7 
As further evidence of his family's bad fortune, which they attribute to a curse 
on a distant relative, Stanley is sent to a hellish correctional camp in the Texas 
desert. 

232 F 

The Blackthorn 
Key Sands, Kevin 229384 4.6 10 

1665 London, 14-year-old Christopher tries to uncover the truth behind a 
mysterious cult by following a trail of puzzles, codes and danger towards an 
unearthly secret with the power to tear the world apart. The plot contains 
violence. 

304 F 

The Indian in 
the Cupboard 

Banks, Lynne 
Reid 201812 4.7 7 

This is the magical story of a young boy, Omri, who discovers that his magic 
cupboard and key can bring toys to life, beginning with a second hand plastic 
Indian who comes to life as Little Bull. 

191 F 

A Bear Called 
Paddington Bond, Michael 200033 4.7 4 A bear from darkest Peru goes to live with a family in London. 143 F 

Danny, the 
Champion of 

the World 
Dahl, Roald 200149 4.7 6 Light-hearted tale of Danny and his Dad, who share numerous brave and zany 

adventures. 223 F 

The Iron Man Hughes, Ted 201426 4.7 1 
An iron clad giant falls to the bottom of a cliff, scattering his metal pieces over 
the ground. One by one his body parts come alive and search for each other, 
reconstructing the Iron Man. 

62 F 

Kensuke's 
Kingdom 

Morpurgo, 
Michael 203268 4.7 5 

Washed up on an island in the Pacific, Michael struggles to survive on his own. 
He can't find food, he can't find water. In the end he curls up to die. When he 
wakes there is a plate beside him of fish, fruit and a bowl of fresh water. He is 
not alone. 

170 F 

The Kingdom 
by the Sea 

Westall, 
Robert 201644 4.7 7 

Harry survives the bombing but his parents and his home are gone. He can't 
bear the thought of being given to Cousin Elsie so he runs away and is alone 
except for Don, the dog, bombed-out like himself. 

176 F 

Charlie and the 
Chocolate 

Factory 
Dahl, Roald 200005 4.8 5 

Each of five children lucky enough to discover an entry ticket into Mr Willy 
Wonka's mysterious chocolate factory takes advantage of the situation in their 
own way. 

170 F 

Groosham 
Grange 

Horowitz, 
Anthony 201799 4.8 4 

David's new school is a weird place. The students are made to sign their 
names in blood; the French teacher disappears every full moon, and the 
assistant headmaster keeps something very chilling in his room. Now David 
has to find a way to get out alive. 

152 F 

Charmed Life Jones, Diana 
Wynne 203707 4.8 9 

Everybody says that Gwendolyn Chant is a gifted witch with astonishing 
powers, so it suits her enormously when she is taken to live in Chrestomanci 
Castle. Her brother, Eric, is not so keen, for he has no talent in magic at all. 

252 F 

A Monster Calls Ness, Patrick 220166 4.8 5 In this novel inspired by an idea from Siobhan Dowd, thirteen-year-old Conor 
awakens to find a monster outside his bedroom window--not the one from his 215 F 



recurring nightmare, but an ancient, wild creature that wants him to face 
truth and loss. 

Midnight for 
Charlie Bone Nimmo, Jenny 209680 4.8 10 

Charlie Bone's life with his widowed mother and two grandmothers undergoes 
a dramatic change when he discovers that he can hear people in photographs 
talking. 

345 F 

Wonder Palacio, R.J. 221728 4.8 11 
After being home-schooled for years, Auggie Pullman is about to start fifth 
grade, but he's worried: How will he fit into middle-school life when he looks 
so different from everyone else? 

316 F 

The Scarecrows Westall, 
Robert 203979 4.8 7 

While reluctantly spending the summer at his stepfather's house, Simon Wood 
takes refuge from family pressures in the old mill house across the field. It's 
been empty since 1943, but somehow Simon knows there is more to the mill 
than meets the eye. 

160 F 

First Term at 
Malory Towers Blyton, Enid 209479 4.9 7 Malory Towers is in for a trunk-load of mischief when Darrell starts her first 

term there. 182 F 

The Midnight 
Fox Byars, Betsy 200086 4.9 4 Tom, a city boy forced to spend the summer on his aunt's farm, can't stand 

animals - until he learns to love a black fox. 122 F 

Ringmaster Golding, Julia 211213 4.9 8 
Darcie's life is thrown into confusion after her father disappears and she finds 
out her parents are both spies. Agent Smith asks Darcie to help find her father 
and foil the plans of the people he was investigating. Book #1. 

327 F 

Ribblestrop Mulligan, 
Andy 213767 4.9 17 

A headteacher sets up a school bought from a penniless toff whose widow 
continues to live at the school and he has got his hands full with a donkey 
sanctuary, a group of monks and a disused laboratory rumoured to have been 
run by the Secret Service. 

405 F 

Brother in the 
Land 

Swindells, 
Robert 202626 4.9 7 

Danny and his younger brother Ben have come through the holocaust alive, 
only to discover that the world has gone sour in more ways that one. Survival 
means living on your wits, outsmarting the rest and fighting to protect your 
home and family. 

151 F 
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Artemis Fowl Colfer, Eoin 203813 5 9 

Twelve-year-old Artemis Fowl is a brilliant criminal mastermind. But even 
he doesn't know what he's taken on when he kidnaps a fairy - Captain 
Holly Short of the LEPrecon Unit. These fairies are armed and they are 
dangerous. 

280 F 

Matilda Dahl, Roald 200186 5 6 
Matilda applies her untapped mental powers to rid the school of the evil, 
child-hating headmistress, Miss Trunchbull, and restore her nice teacher, 
Miss Honey, to financial security. 

240 F 

The Magician's 
Elephant DiCamillo, Kate 215807 5 4 

When ten-year-old orphan Peter encounters a fortune teller in the 
marketplace one day and she tells him that his sister, who is presumed 
dead, is in fact alive, he embarks on a remarkable series of adventures as 
he desperately tries to find her. 

207 F 

The Little Prince Saint-Exupery, 
Antoine de 200023 5 2 This enchanting fable tells the story of a pilot downed in the Sahara and a 

boy from outer space who teaches him the meaning of life. 91 F 

Street Child Doherty, Berlie 200557 5.1 5 

A novel based on the life of Jim Jarvis, a young orphan who escapes the 
workhouse in London in the 1860s and survives brutal treatment and 
desperate circumstances until he is taken by Dr Barnardo, founder of a 
school for the city's "ragged" children. 

145 F 

The Graveyard 
Book Gaiman, Neil 215816 5.1 10 Nobody Owens is a normal boy, except that he has been raised by ghosts 

and other denizens of the graveyard. 312 F 

Stormbreaker Horowitz, 
Anthony 204168 5.1 7 

14 year-old Alex Rider finds his life turned upside down on discovering 
that his late uncle wasn't a mild-mannered banker, but instead a field 
agent for MI6. Alex is then dragged into the world of espionage and 
intrigue himself. 

236 F 

Goodnight Mister 
Tom 

Magorian, 
Michelle 200239 5.1 13 A young boy with a disturbed mother is sent to the English countryside 

during World War II to avoid the horrors of war. 386 F 

DarkIsle Nelson, D.A. 214652 5.1 9 

Helped to escape from her evil guardians by a dodo and a rat, ten-year-old 
Morag joins her new companions on a dangerous mission involving a 
stone dragon, the stolen Eye of Lornish that guards the magical land of 
Marnoch Mor, and her own destiny. 

272 F 

Mrs Frisby and the 
Rats of NIMH O'Brien, Robert C. 200011 5.1 8 

When Timothy, youngest of a family of field mice, becomes ill, his mother, 
Mrs Frisby, enlists the aid of the Rats of NIMH to move their home from 
the path of the farmer's plough. 

197 F 

Swallows and 
Amazons Ransome, Arthur 201800 5.1 15 

To John, Susan, Titty and Roger, being allowed to use the boat Swallow to 
go camping on the island is adventure enough. But the four explorers find 
themselves under attack from fierce Amazon Pirates, Nancy and Peggy, 
who claim the island as their own. 

416 F 



The Piper Weston, Danny 228239 5.1 8 

During World War II, Peter and Daisy are evacuated to a remote 
farmhouse. From the moment they arrive, they are aware of something 
evil. Who is playing the music at night? And why is Daisy drawn to it? Soon 
Peter realises that his sister is in danger. 

259 F 

Hetty Feather Wilson, 
Jacqueline 215866 5.1 13 

The story of a baby left at the Foundling Hospital by her mother in 
Victorian England, and her trials and tribulations as she searches for her 
mother. 

394 F 

The Book Thief Zusak, Markus 211399 5.1 18 

Trying to make sense of the horrors of World War II, Death relates the 
story of Liesel, a young German girl whose book-stealing and story-telling 
talents help sustain her family and the Jewish man they are hiding, as well 
as their neighbours. 

584 F 

Flour Babies  Fine, Anne 201491 5.2 6 A boy becomes attached to the "baby" he's carried around in school as a 
class experiment. 156 F 

Trillions Fisk, Nicholas 201941 5.2 5 
The Trillions have landed, but what are they and where did they come 
from? Only one boy has the power to discover the truth and stop a deadly 
invasion. 

138 F 

The Thieves of 
Ostia (Roman 

Mysteries series) 

Lawrence, 
Caroline 207117 5.2 6 

Flavia is a natural detective. A mystery is there to be solved as far as she is 
concerned and she has the guts to get to the bottom of things. But when 
her neighbour's dog is beheaded, she realises that this is no game and she 
must uncover the truth. 

195 F 

Pippi Longstocking Lindgren, Astrid 202087 5.2 4 
Pippi is the only girl in the world who can do exactly what she likes. She is 
nine years old, lives in a cottage by herself, with a horse and a monkey for 
company, and her adventures are the funniest and wildest imaginable. 

128 F 

Arthur High King 
of Britain 

Morpurgo, 
Michael 204376 5.2 9 

The legend of King Arthur and the knights of the Round Table has fired the 
imagination of young and old for centuries. It is the ultimate tale of 
chivalry and romance, of evil, magic and betrayal. 

234 F 

The Poison Boy Moss, Fletcher 226213 5.2 12 

Orphan Dalton Fly, food taster to the rich, has a lucky escape after 
discovering poisoned wine.  But his mate dies horribly, and Dalton wants 
justice.  Together with the high-born girl whose life he saved, he sets out 
to find the murderers. 

340 F 

The Dolphin 
Crossing Paton Walsh, Jill 201732 5.2 6 

Pat and his friend John both know the risks they are running taking a boat 
across the Channel in the spring of 1940. But they also know they have to 
do something to help the British soldiers stranded in Dunkirk. 

174 F 

Death and the 
Arrow Priestley, Chris 221223 5.2 5 

After his friend Will, a pickpocket in London in 1715, is murdered as part 
of a series of mysterious deaths, fifteen-year-old Tom Marlowe asks his 
friend Dr Harker to help find the killer.  Book #1. 

229 F 

The Book of Three 
(series) Alexander, Lloyd 222175 5.3 7 Taran sets out with some strangely assorted companions to save his 

beloved land. 224 F 



Carrie's War Bawden, Nina 201734 5.3 6 

Bombs were falling on London, and Carrie and Nick were wartime 
evacuees billeted in Wales on old Mr Evans. They were happy to visit their 
friend Albert at Druid's Bottom until Carrie did the worst thing she ever 
did in her life. 

142 F 

The Children of 
Green Knowe Boston, L.M. 200162 5.3 6 

Tolly comes to live with his great-grandmother at the ancient house of 
Green Knowe and becomes friends with three children who lived there in 
the seventeenth century. 

183 F 

The Hunger Games Collins, Suzanne 217151 5.3 15 

In a future North America, where rulers of Panem maintain control 
through an annual survival competition, 16 year old Katniss's skills are 
tested when she voluntarily takes her sister's place. The plot contains 
graphic descriptions of violence. Book #1 

454 F 

Stoneheart Fletcher, Charlie 209181 5.3 14 

George awakens an ancient power when he breaks the head of a small 
dragon. Together, with the help of Edie and other spits, he must make 
amends for what he has done and defend himself against the taints to 
survive. 

484 F 

The Divide Kay, Elizabeth 207623 5.3 11 
While on holiday in Costa Rica, Felix visits the Continental Divide where he 
faints. He wakes up to find himself in a parallel universe where mythical 
creatures are real and humans are imaginary. First of three. 

320 F 

The Borrowers Norton, Mary 200002 5.3 5 
There are not many Borrowers left, as they like to live in quiet places. This 
is the story of the mysterious tiny people who live in old houses 
everywhere. 

153 F 

The Firework-
Maker's Daughter Pullman, Philip 201620 5.3 2 

More than anything else in the world, Lila wants to be a Firework-Maker. 
But Lila knows that every Firework-Maker must make a perilous journey to 
face the terrifying Fire-Fiend. 

102 F 

The 
Dreamsnatcher Elphinstone, Abi 229928 5.4 10 Moll and her wildcat Gryff must fight back against dreamsnatcher Skull's 

dark magic before it's too late. 278 F 

Inkheart Funke, Cornelia 207251 5.4 23 
A story about characters from a book that become real when it is read by 
12-year-old Meggie's father. She discovers that this is how her mother 
disappeared. 

543 F 

The Worst Witch Murphy, Jill 201739 5.4 1 
Mildred Hubble was a trainee witch at Miss Cackle's Academy, and she 
was making an awful mess of it. But she managed to get by until she 
turned Ethel, the teacher's pet, into her deadly enemy. 

107 F 

The Wind Singer Nicholson, 
William 203741 5.4 12 

After Kestrel Hath dares to rebel in school, the chief examiner humiliates 
her father and the family are sentenced to harsh punishment. Kestrel 
learns the secret of the wind singer and, together with her twin brother, 
sets out on a terrifying journey. 

341 F 

Aquila Norriss, Andrew 202902 5.4 5 Two boys find something that has been buried for seventeen hundred 
years. They have no idea where it came from or what it does, but they 139 F 



discover that when you sit in it, little coloured lights come on, and if you 
push one of the big blue ones... whoosh! 

The Truth Sayer Prue, Sally 212824 5.4 9 Nian is forced to study at the House of Truth, so crosses to another world 
in order to escape.  278 F 

The Hundred and 
One Dalmatians Smith, Dodie 200008 5.4 7 

All over England, Dalmatian puppies are disappearing. It is up to Pongo 
and Missis, a couple of Dalmatians, to save their own missing puppies. 
Fortunately, they have Mr and Mrs Dearly and all the country's dogs to aid 
their search. 

191 F 

Hitler's Canary Toksvig, Sandi 210723 5.4 6 Ten-year-old Bamse and his Jewish friend Anton participate in the Danish 
Resistance during World War II. 300 F 

 



TITLE AUTHOR QUIZ No. BL PTS DESCRIPTION PAGES 

Just William Crompton, Richmal 228994 5.5 7 A hilarious collection of classic stories about irrepressible Just William.  266 

I, Coriander Gardner, Sally 208253 5.5 10 In 17th-century London, Coriander, a girl who has inherited magic from her mother, must find a way to use this magic in order 
to save both herself and an inhabitant of the fairy world where her mother was born. 300 

Stig of the Dump King, Clive 201289 5.5 6 Nobody believes Barney when he says he's discovered a boy living wild in the dump. But for Barney, Stig is totally real. They 
become great friends, learn each other's ways and embark on a series of exciting adventures. 157 

The Haunting Mahy, Margaret 201958 5.5 5 Barney is being haunted, and while his sisters try to unravel the mystery, the ghostly footsteps in his mind move ever closer. 
As the supernatural events reach a tense climax, the family members learn some surprising things about themselves. 135 

The Railway Children  Nesbit, Edith 200806 5.5 9 Roberta, Phyllis, and Peter are growing up in comfort until their happy life ends overnight. Their mother is in distress, and 
their father is gone. 212 

The Silver Sword Serraillier, Ian 201749 5.5 6 It was only a paper knife, but it became the symbol of hope and courage for four starving and deserted children during the 
Nazi occupation, and on the exhausting and dangerous journey form Poland to Switzerland. 159 

The Spook's 
Apprentice Delaney, Joseph 210323 5.6 9 As a Spook's apprentice Thomas knows he must learn how to exorcise ghosts, contain witches and bind boggarts. But when he 

is tricked into freeing the evil witch Mother Malkin, his talents as the seventh son of a seventh son are put to the test. Book 1. 325 

Journey to the River 
Sea Ibbotson, Eva 204240 5.6 12 Orphaned Maia is sent to greedy relatives in the Amazon who have only offered to take her in for the sake of her money. 

Luckily she is accompanied by her gutsy governess and together they find freedom in the glorious setting of the rainforest. 296 

The Last Wild Torday, Piers 226556 5.6 11 Kester is visited by a flock of talking pigeons who take him on a journey to help other animals. 320 

The Peppermint Pig Bawden, Nina 201746 5.7 7 A little peppermint pig, the runt of the litter, keep Poll and Theo cheerful, even though it is one of the most difficult years of 
their lives. 155 

The Lion, the Witch 
and the Wardrobe  Lewis, C.S. 200009 5.7 6 Aslan, the noble lion, frees Narnia from the spell of the White Witch.  Book two in the Narnia series. 171 

Five Children and It  Nesbit, E. 201726 5.7 8 It is an ancient, ugly and irritable Sand-fairy that grants the children a wish a day. Magic, the children find, can be as awkward 
as it is enticing. 237 

TimeRiders (series) Scarrow, Alex 217027 5.7 16 Liam, Maddy and Sal all should have died at different periods of history, but moments before death they are recruited by an 
agency devised to fix broken history, to protect us and to stop time travel from destroying the world. Book #1 425 

Ballet Shoes Streatfeild, Noel 200083 5.7 9 Three self-sufficient orphans set out to make their names in show business. 235 

Gobbolino the 
Witch's Cat 

Williams, Ursula 
Moray 205407 5.7 5 With his sparky whiskers and magic tricks, no one could mistake Gobbolino for a simple kitchen cat. But that's just what he 

longs to be. So, while his sister Sootica learns how to turn mice into toads, Gobbolino sets off to find a family to care for him. 217 

The Boy in the Striped 
Pyjamas Boyne, John 209058 5.8 7 Bruno and his family leave Berlin after his father is promoted to commandant at Auschwitz concentration camp. Bruno's 

innocence leads him to strike up a friendship with the boy on the other side of the fence which leads to a tragic end. 216 

Look into My Eyes Child, Lauren 224595 5.8 11 Skilled code-cracker and detective Ruby and her sidekick butler, Hitch, work for a secret crime-fighting organisation called 
Spectrum, and Ruby remains calm as they face evil villains. 386 

The Portal Norriss, Andrew 218844 5.8 7 William and Daniel come home one day to find their parents aren't there and there is an intergalactic portal in their house 
that gives them access to other worlds.  It's up to them to solve the mystery of their missing parents. 214 

Victorian Ghost 
Stories Stocks, Mike 219517 5.8 4 A retelling of six classic tales of hauntings, howlings and horrors from the Victorian age. 132 

SilverFin Higson, Charlie 208025 5.9 14 This prequel to the adventures of James Bond, 007, introduces us to the young James when he's just started boarding school 
in England and is about to become involved in his first adventure. Book #1 372 

Peter Pan in Scarlet McCaughrean, 
Geraldine 209420 5.9 9 Nightmares are leaking out of Neverland making time start to move, and, to save Peter Pan's life, Wendy and the Lost Boys 

must find a way to stop it. 275 

War Horse Morpurgo, Michael 204089 5.9 6 In England, Albert is growing up on a Devon farm with his young horse, Joey. However Albert, Joey and many other people will 
all be drawn into the nightmare of war as they all struggle to survive in the blasted wilderness of the Western Front. 142 



The Amulet of 
Samarkand (Book 1 of 

the Bartimaeus 
trilogy) 

Stroud, Jonathan 206745 5.9 19 
Nathaniel, a young magician's apprentice, becomes caught in a web of magical espionage, murder and rebellion after he 
summons the djinni Bartimaeus and instructs him to steal the Amulet of Samarkand from the powerful magician Simon 
Loveland. Book #1. 

480 

 



TITLE AUTHOR 
QUIZ 
NO. 

BL PTS DECSRIPTION PAGES 

The Wolves of 
Willoughby Chase 

Aiken, Joan 200016 6.5 7 
After two children are chased by wolves and their parents are lost at sea, 
they escape and travel four hundred miles to London. 

192 

Black Jack Garfield, Leon 208545 6.5 8 
A young apprentice in eighteenth-century London begins a strange adventure 
when he inadvertently becomes involved with a wanted criminal and a girl 
who is reputedly mad. 

187 

The Dragonfly Pool Ibbotson, Eva 214972 6.5 16 
Tally and her friends at Dalderton Boarding School form a dance troupe and 
travel to Bergania, where she befriends Karil, the crown prince, and helps 
him flee the Nazis after his father is assassinated. 

398 

The Worst Witch and 
the Wishing Star 

Murphy, Jill 225801 6.5 3 
Winter Term starts surprisingly well for accident-prone Mildred Hubble - the 
worst witch at Miss Cackle's Academy for Witches. But when she wishes on a 
shooting star everything begins to go wrong... 

190 

Goth Girl and the Ghost 
of a Mouse 

Riddell, Chris 226667 6.5 4 
Ada lives with her father in a vast, haunted house. She has many servants but 
no friends. However, the night Ada meets Ishmael marks the start of exciting 
changes in her life. 

219 

How to Train Your 
Dragon 

Cowell, Cressida 206949 6.6 5 
Hiccup Horrendous Haddock III was an extraordinary Viking Hero, who had 
power over dragons. But it wasn't always like that. In this book he tells the 
story of his first dragon. Book #1. 

221 

The Gobsmacking Galaxy Poskitt, Kjartan 202845 6.6 4 
This guide gives you mind-boggling information about our galaxy and beyond. 
It goes on a grand tour of the solar system to go skiing on Mars and to meet 
the sad creature from Pluto. 

159 



Mortal Engines Reeve, Philip 205253 6.6 13 
A young assassin is stalking her prey through the city. Hester Shaw's plot is 
foiled by a young apprentice who has finally stumbled into a real adventure. 
Tom's intervention leaves the pair stranded in the Out-Country. 

293 

Dolphin Song St John, Lauren 220325 6.6 10 

A second prophesy, this time involving dolphins, comes true for eleven-year-
old Martine, an orphaned South African girl who has mystical powers over 
animals, when she embarks on a school trip to study marine life off the coast 
of Mozambique. 

272 

The Hobbit Tolkien, J.R.R. 200090 6.6 16 
This stirring adventure is a fantasy that introduces the far-wandering hobbit, 
Bilbo Baggins. 

280 

A Christmas Carol 
(Unabridged) 

Dickens, Charles 209495 6.7 5 
In this classic story, Ebenezer Scrooge learns the true meaning of Christmas 
after being visited by three ghosts. 

95 

The Phantom Tollbooth Juster, Norton 200026 6.7 7 
In this wise and witty fantasy, a boy travels through time and space to the 
Lands Beyond. 

256 

A Wizard of Earthsea Le Guin, Ursula K. 200166 6.7 9 
Book One of the award-winning trilogy of fantasy in which Ged, the magician, 
evokes a soul-destroying beast. 

201 

The Amber Spyglass Pullman, Philip 203985 6.7 26 
Lyra and Will find themselves at the centre of a battle between the forces of 
the Authority and those gathered by Lyra's father, Lord Asriel. Third in the His 
Dark Materials trilogy. 

548 

Harry Potter and the 
Prisoner of Azkaban 

Rowling, J.K. 201923 6.7 18 

Harry's school is Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, and Harry is a 
wizard. When Harry and his best friends go back for their third year at 
Hogwarts, the atmosphere is tense. There's an escaped mass murderer on 
the loose. 

317 



The Whispering 
Mountain 

Aiken, Joan 201307 6.8 12 

In the small town of Pennygaff, where Owen has been sent to live after his 
mother's death, a golden harp has been found. Owen must prevent the 
magic harp from falling into the evil clutches of its reputed owner, the 
sinister Lord Mayln. 

306 

Captain Angus, Sam 227493 6.8 9 
During his time in the army during WWI, Billy meets Captain and his donkey 
Hey-Ho. Together they teach each other what it means to be loyal, fearless 
and a friend. 

246 

The Little White Horse Goudge, Elizabeth 203645 6.8 13 

The beauty of Moonacre is shadowed by the memory of the mysterious 
white horse. Maria Merryweather finds herself involved with what happened 
so many years before. She is determined to restore peace and happiness, and 
usually gets her own way. 

238 

Tarka the Otter Williamson, Henry 201761 6.8 11 
This classic story of an otter living in the Devon countryside captures the feel 
of life in the wild as seen through the otter's own eyes. 

277 

The Day of the Triffids Wyndham, John 203739 6.9 15 

After recovering from eye injuries, Bill Masen faces a deathly silence. He finds 
civilisation has come to an end. His greatest threat comes from plants 
genetically engineered who feed on human flesh. They quietly escape and 
seize their day. 

272 

 



TITLE AUTHOR QUIZ 
NO. BL PTS DESCRIPTION PAGES F/NF 

A Little Princess 
(Unabridged) 

Burnett, 
Frances 

Hodgson 
200024 6 11 Children's classic novel about a wealthy and gifted little girl, Sara Crewe, who must 

adjust to a different life when her father dies penniless. 205 F 

The Village by the Sea Desai, Anita 201942 6 9 Hari and his sister Lila are struggling to grow up in their poor Indian village while coping 
with an ill mother and drunken father. 157 F 

Eleven Eleven Dowswell, 
Paul 225102 6 7 Three soldiers - one American, one German and one British - find their lives colliding 

during the final hours of World War One. 202 F 

King of the Cloud 
Forests 

Morpurgo, 
Michael 211244 6 6 

After being rescued in the mountains of Tibet by a near-human tribe who revere him as a 
god, Ashley must choose between returning to the violence of the village he fled and the 
tests of courage that await him as the tribe's god. 

168 F 

The Worst Witch to 
the Rescue Murphy, Jill 213686 6 3 

Mildred Hubble has always been the worst witch at Miss Cackle's Academy, but she just 
knows this term will be different. She's done the best holiday project ever and she's sure 
that her form teacher, the fearsome Miss Hardbroom, will be impressed. 

172 F 

The Victory Dogs Rix, Megan 224727 6 6 Amy and Jack lose their dog Misty during a bombing attack in London. They are 
eventually reunited with the two puppies, who help lead Londoners to safety. 193 F 

Harry Potter and the 
Philosopher's Stone Rowling, J.K. 200738 6 12 Harry thinks he is an ordinary boy till he finds out he is a wizard. First in the series. 223 F 

Magyk Sage, Angie 207468 6 18 
When the evil necromancer DomDaniel plots to overthrow the other Wizards, the Heap 
family determine to save the life of a princess they have raised as their own daughter. 
Book 1 of the Septimus Heap trilogy. 

564 F 

Out of This World Sparkes, Ali 224926 6 9 
Ty Lewis is messing about in the woods when he stumbles upon a glowing lump of rock 
or metal or something that gives him an amazing power.  Before long two sinister agents 
are following him  intent on collecting him, and Ty decides he needs to run away. 

267 F 

Dead Man's Cove St John, 
Lauren 220179 6 8 When Laura is sent to live with her estranged uncle, she gets involved in lots of exciting 

adventures. Blue Peter Book of the Year 2011. Book #1 201 F 

The Terrible Truth 
About Time Arnold, Nick 206299 6.1 4 In this fact-filled book, find out who was killed for changing the calendar, make your own 

crazy clock and lots more. 144 NF 

Charlotte Sometimes Farmer, 
Penelope 205247 6.1 7 

It is Charlotte's first night at boarding school. But when she wakes up, the girl in the next 
bed is not the person who was sleeping there before. And the new building outside has 
changed into a huge cedar tree. Somehow, she has slipped back forty years. 

198 F 

Smith Garfield, 
Leon 212090 6.1 8 

Moments after he steals a document from a man's pocket, an illiterate young pickpocket 
in nineteenth-century London witnesses the man's murder by two men who want the 
document. 

271 F 



The Star of Kazan Ibbotson, 
Eva 207575 6.1 16 Anna is raised by servants in a grand house in Vienna. She dreams of her real mother 

coming to claim her. But when she does, all is not what it appears. 388 F 

North Child Pattou, 
Edith 218380 6.1 16 A young woman journeys to a distant castle on the back of a great white bear who is the 

victim of a cruel enchantment. 510 F 

Tom's Midnight 
Garden 

Pearce, 
Philippa 200015 6.1 9 Late at night, when the clock strikes 13, Tom tiptoes downstairs to find a lush garden 

which is not there during the day. 229 F 

The Fellowship of the 
Ring 

Tolkien, 
J.R.R. 200137 6.1 29 It is up to Frodo and his faithful servant Sam, with a small band of companions, to carry 

the Ring of Power to the one place it could be destroyed, while avoiding the Ringwraiths. 535 F 

Adventures of the 
Little Wooden Horse 

Williams, 
Ursula 
Moray 

205627 6.1 6 
The little wooden horse loves Uncle Peder like a father and hopes never to leave him. 
Then the toymaker falls on hard times and the little wooden horse must go out into the 
world to seek his fortune. 

253 F 

Watership Down Adams, 
Richard 200141 6.2 25 A group of hardy Berkshire rabbits share many adventures together as they search for a 

safe place to establish a new warren after the destruction of their community. 478 F 

The Dark Is Rising 
trilogy 

Cooper, 
Susan 200021 6.2 13 

On his eleventh birthday, Will Stanton discovers that he is the last of the Old Ones, 
destined to seek the six magical Signs that will enable the Old Ones to triumph over the 
evil forces of the Dark. 

267 F 

Midnight Is a Place Aiken, Joan 202586 6.3 14 
Lucas Bell lives at vast, cold Midnight Court with his ill-tempered guardian. When the 
spoilt orphan Anna-Marie arrives, he feels more alone than ever. Then something 
terrible happens, and the youngsters must face a terrifying ordeal together to survive. 

361 F 

The Wombles series Beresford, 
Elisabeth 218854 6.3 7 

One day, two of the younger Wombles, Bungo and Orinoco, venture on the Common for 
the first time. Large and noisy dogs and dangerously windy weather are just the 
beginning of many adventures! 

236 F 

The Secret Garden 
(Unabridged) 

Burnett, 
Frances 

Hodgson 
200013 6.3 13 Mary moves to a huge estate to live with her mysterious uncle, his ailing son, the 

servants ... and a secret garden. 380 F 

Lost Worlds Lane, 
Andrew 225860 6.3 14 

Calum's body is trapped in his high-tech flat after a traumatic injury, but his mind is sharp 
and reaches across the world into mysteries and adventure. Can his new friends help him 
find the yeti? 

368 F 

Endymion Spring Skelton, 
Matthew 211169 6.3 13 

Having reluctantly accompanied his academic mother and pesky younger sister to 
Oxford, twelve-year-old Blake is at loose ends until he stumbles across an ancient and 
magical book secretly brought to England in 1453 by Gutenberg's mute apprentice. 

444 F 

Just So Stories 
(Unabridged) 

Kipling, 
Rudyard 200799 6.4 5 Creates the magical enchantment of the dawn of the world, when animals could talk and 

think like people. 158 F 

The Bad Beginning Snicket, 
Lemony 204459 6.4 4 

After the sudden death of their parents, the three Baudelaire children must depend on 
each other and their wits when it turns out that the distant relative who is appointed 
their guardian is determined to use any means necessary to get their fortune. 

162 F 



 



TITLE AUTHOR QUIZ 
NO. BL PTS DESCRIPTION NO.OF 

PAGES F/NF 

Jason and the 
Argonauts 

Brooks, Felicity 219506 7 5 A retelling of the heroic Greek tale of Jason and his fearless crew, the 
Argonauts, who battle giants, dragons, monsters and a merciless sea god to 
bring the legendary Golden Fleece back to Greece. 

148 F 

Tunnels Gordon, Roderick 212137 7 20 When Will and Chester embark on a quest to find Will's archaeologist father, 
who has disappeared, they are led to a labyrinthine world underneath 
London, full of sinister inhabitants with evil intentions. The co-author is Brian 
Williams. 

464 F 

The Fox Busters King-Smith, Dick 200747 7 4 The story of three chicken sisters that could outsmart the foxes that came to 
attack at Foxearth Farm. 

102 F 

Tiger Wars Backshall, Steve 225852 7.1 10 On the run from the Clan, a clandestine organisation that hires teen 
renegades, Saker joins forces with a girl called Sinter on a quest to set free 
the most majestic, lethal and valuable of all the predators - the tiger. 

243 F 

Twilight Robbery Hardinge, Frances 220126 7.1 24 Orphan Mosca Mye is trapped in the deadly city of Toll-by-night on a mission 
to rescue a girl she can't stand with only a midwife, a murderous goose and a 
war-crazed knight to help her. Sequel to Fly By Night. 

523 F 

Anne of Green 
Gables 

(Unabridged) 

Montgomery, L.M. 200039 7.3 17 This is the first novel in the Anne series that has delighted millions of young 
readers since its publication in 1908. Eleven-year-old Anne Shirley wins the 
heart of her foster mother. 

253 F 

White Fang 
(Unabridged) 

London, Jack 206551 7.4 13 Jack London's classic tale of a dog growing up, fighting for survival and his 
relationship with human beings set in the harsh landscape of north-west 
Canada. 

271 F 

The Time 
Machine 

(Unabridged) 

Wells, H.G. 200563 7.4 6 An incredible invention enables the Time Traveller to reach the year 802701. 81 F 

Little Women Alcott, Louisa May 211101 7.5 15 This classic story chronicles the joys and troubles of the four March sisters - 
Meg, Jo, Amy, Beth - as they grow into young ladies. 

323 F 

The Sword in the 
Stone 

White, T.H. 200798 7.5 16 Humour, fantasy, and satire are evident in the adventures of the Wart, the 
medieval boy who becomes King Arthur. 

298 F 

The Incredible 
Journey 

Burnford, Sheila 200046 7.6 5 Three house pets migrate through the wilderness to find their family. 117 F 

The Jungle Book 
(Book I) 

Kipling, Rudyard 211098 7.6 9 This is the story of Mowgli, the boy raised by wolves in the jungle. 181 F 

Peter Pan Barrie, James M. 200582 7.7 8 Wendy, John, and Michael Darling share the endless adventures of Peter Pan 
in Neverland, a world where children never have to grow up and meet 
storybook creatures, the pirates, Captain Hook and The Lost Boys. 

185 F 



Sea Adventures Brook, Henry 218782 7.7 6 Ten true stories of maritime adventure involving, shipwrecks, submarine 
attacks, voyages without maps and salvage operations. 

153 NF 

Moon Ross, Stewart 216362 7.7 4 This book chronicles the history of the space race, which culminated with the 
US Apollo moon landing in 1969, and also discusses how the moon has 
impacted art, science, and literature throughout history. 

128 NF 

Black Beauty 
(Unabridged) 

Sewell, Anna 200001 7.7 11 A horse in nineteenth-century England recounts his experiences with both 
good and bad masters. 

346 F 

The Lost World Doyle, Arthur 
Conan 

220609 7.8 13 Nests of pterodactyls, hordes of iguanodons, swarms of plesiosaurs still 
roaming the earth in the twentieth century?  Professor Challenger says yes, 
and to prove his theory he leads an expedition into the deepest jungles of 
South America. 

288 F 

The Black Crow 
Conspiracy 

Edge, Christopher 229043 7.8 10 It's 1902 and London is looking forward to the new king's coronation. Penny 
is cursed with writer's block, and it takes a mysterious letter to get her 
writing again. But what if her story is true? Book #3 

269 F 

The Children of 
the New Forest 

Marryat, Captain 200569 7.8 17 Set during the turbulent time in English history when the army hunted down 
those loyal to the deposed King Charles the First, this tells the story of four 
young orphans determined to see the king restored to power. 

303 F 

The Mysterious 
Adventures of 

Sherlock Holmes 

Doyle, Arthur 
Conan 

200807 7.9 11 Eight intriguing and mysterious adventures from the world's most-famous 
detective. 

246 F 

Pirates Lethbridge, Lucy 218349 7.9 5 This collection of stories tells of hardship and brutality, bringing to life the 
flamboyant characters of the most famous pirate captains and the 
determination of the men who set out to capture them. 

142 NF 

The Call of the 
Wild 

London, Jack 200019 8 7 Rugged outdoor story of the sled dog, Buck, who was mistreated by his 
master and broke free to roam the Alaskan wilderness. 

134 F 

Kidnapped Stevenson, Robert 
Louis 

200574 8 15 In this classic adventure story set at the time of the Jacobite Rebellion, David 
Balfour is kidnapped to be carried away to the Americas after narrowly 
escaping being murdered by his Uncle Ebenezer. 

225 F 

The Adventures 
of Tom Sawyer 
(Unabridged) 

Twain, Mark 206689 8.1 12 The timeless story of small-town boyhood adventures ranks as one of the 
great American classics. 

345 F 

Heidi 
(Unabridged) 

Spyri, Johanna 206688 8.2 16 An orphan, sent to live with her grandfather, learns to love both the old man 
and the Swiss Alps. She pines for both when she is sent to the city to be a 
companion to an invalid. 

349 F 

Treasure Island 
(Unabridged) 

Stevenson, Robert 
Louis 

200093 8.3 12 This classic presents a tale of piracy on the tropical seas, of treachery and 
greed combined with romance, treasure and adventure. 

346 F 



The Wind in the 
Willows 

Grahame, Kenneth 200593 8.4 11 The adventures of Ratty, Mole, Badger and the inimitable Toad. Mole and 
Badger love their friend Toad until he becomes involved in crime. 

242 F 

Moonfleet Falkner, J.M. 200579 8.5 15 This thrilling story of smugglers' coves and buried treasure centres on the 
adventures of John Trenchard, a young orphan who goes to live with the 
mysterious Elzivir Block, whose own son has been killed. 

207 F 

The War of the 
Worlds 

(Unabridged) 

Wells, H.G. 202296 9.1 11 A daring portrayal of aliens landing on English soil. The survival of mankind in 
the face of scientific powers spinning out of control. 

172 F 

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 
Hyde 

(Unabridged) 

Stevenson, Robert 
Louis 

204820 9.5 5 It is when Mr Utterson peruses the last will of his old friend Henry Jekyll that 
his suspicions are aroused. What is the relationship between uptight, 
respectable Dr Jekyll and the evil Edward Hyde? 

88 F 

The Prince and 
the Pauper 

Twain, Mark 200583 9.6 14 The story of two boys: Edward Tudor, heir to the throne of England, and Tom 
Canty, beggar, heir to empty bowls. The two boys are oddly similar in 
appearance and swap clothes for a prank. A riot of courtly confusion follows. 

267 F 

Around the 
World in Eighty 

Days 

Verne, Jules 215436 9.6 12 Phileas Fogg and his servant make a breathless world tour, overcoming wild 
misadventures and rescuing a beautiful Indian maharani. 

245 F 

Grimms' Fairy 
Tales 

(Unabridged) 

Grimm, Jacob 212059 9.9 19 The Brothers Grimm gather a treasury of folk and fairy stories full of giants, 
dwarfs, witches, princesses, magical beasts and cunning children. 

342 F 

The Odyssey Homer 212043 10.3 24 The hero Odysseus encounters Poseidon the sea god, fights monsters, and 
loses his crew as he returns to Ithaca. Translated by Robert Fagles. 

541 F 

Oliver Twist 
(Unabridged) 

Dickens, Charles 200328 11.3 33 The tale of an orphan who runs away from his employer, is captured by 
thieves on the London streets and finally escapes. 

511 F 
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